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Chapter 1743

“Roar!”

“Oh!”

Countless deafening roars, one after another.

Above the four peaks, tens of thousands of beasts leaned like a flood and struck.

Flying in the sky, running on the ground, swarming. Like a thousand soldiers!

All the people present were shocked, and some were timid and even shrank directly to
the ground on the spot.

At almost the same time, the jade-faced white tiger among the beasts gave a long roar,
and took the lead in the crowd. Then, the black demon leopard and the spot-eyed blood
wolf followed closely!

The crowd suddenly screamed!

But what is endless is that thousands of strange beasts are still rushing from behind.

A touch of war instantly! !

Suddenly, shouting and screaming on the ground, countless strange beasts rushed into
the crowd desperately. Even the giant elephant with no offensive power, at this time,
used its body madly to rampage in the crowd.

Thousands of Wu Wuzong disciples, as if they had encountered a flood, were washed
away by the seven spirits.

“This…” Shoufeng looked embarrassed, as he hurriedly resisted the attacking strange
beast, while watching the dust still flying in the distance. The strange beast that is still
coming here!

“What’s the matter? Why did all the strange beasts of the Four Peaks Forest of Beasts
suddenly ran out?”

“Thousands of beasts are coming, they… are they crazy?”

The serious Wu Yan was also panicked at this time.



Although there are many strange beasts in the Four Peaks Hundred Beast Forest, they
have been peaceful in the Hundred Beast Forest for a hundred years. Why suddenly all
the strange beasts rushed out like crazy?

Even the gentle giant elephant in the strange beast was trampled in the crowd at this
time, what is going on???

And Wuli, that long-haired jade rabbit, this kind of ornamental pet also come to join in
the fun???

“Roar!!!”

Suddenly, at this moment, four dragons screamed, and the four dragons flew violently
above the crowd, and then the four dragons sprayed. Countless disciples of the Void
Sect were killed and wounded.

“Everyone give me a little calm. Fight back!!!”

Following Wu Yan’s loud roar, the disciples stabilized their figures. Then, they each
summoned their own strange beasts in an attempt to protect themselves with their own
strange beasts.

But this is the beginning of a nightmare!

“It’s the opposite, it’s the opposite! Brother Brother, I…My green fire-eyed lion ran away,
he ran away.” The Great Elder Shoufeng shouted angrily at this time.

“My Xuanwu heavy tortoise doesn’t listen at all.” The second elder said anxiously.

“Ours are all…” The elders were pale.

Wu Yan’s pupils widened in an instant: “What’s going on? They… are they turning the
sky upside down?”

At the scene, almost everyone of the strange beasts not only did not act to protect their
masters after being released, but they suddenly turned their guns around and, together
with the strange beasts of the Forest of Beasts, madly countered their masters.

This made the already chaotic situation even more chaotic for a while!

Countless strange beasts and void disciples continued to fall in the melee, and the void
disciples were afraid. But those strange beasts died.

The elders looked at each other and lost their sense for a while, just now. A purple light
flickered, and then the feet of the beasts exploded, and a figure quickly fell in front of the
elders from the four peaks.

“I have seen the head brother!” The elders said in unison.



Sanyong glanced at the chaotic eyes. The eyebrows were constricted. It was just a thief
who caught the flower picker. How could there be such a big movement? The entire
Void Sect was shaken.

“Brother, we are arresting the flower picker here, but I don’t know why, all the strange
beasts in the Forest of Beasts suddenly rushed out and launched a crazy attack on us.”
Wu Yan reported.

Sanyong didn’t speak, and looked at George Han in the air. Suddenly, her long
eyebrows tightened even more. “Who is that?”

“Given the head, George Han is the flower picker this time.”

“George Han?” Master Sanyong frowned slightly.

“Previously molested Qin Shuang. The boss mercifully forgave him, but he didn’t know
how to constrain. Moreover, when he resisted just now, he used evil magic sorcery, so I
suspect that he should be someone in the magic way. He deliberately lurked in I am
nothing.”

“Demonic magic?” Sanyong was taken aback!

Wu Yan nodded: “Although I don’t know which school, but his meridians are reversed, it
is a witchcraft.”

Sanyong sighed. Nodding heavily, the meridians are retrograde, it is indeed against the
sky, and is not ashamed of the right way. Only some demons and demons will use these
swords to take the ghost tricks of the peak.

Before I came to him, I thought that George Han was different from ordinary people, so I
deliberately let Elder Sifeng cultivate him. It can be regarded as many potential disciples
of the Void Sect, and it can also be regarded as comforting the poor junior Qingfeng.

But he never expected that George Han was such a person.

“Since you are a demon. Then you can’t stay. Junior Brother of the Ordination Academy,
ordered all the disciples to set up an array and set a restriction. As the eye of the
formation, support the big formation, and we work together to trap the beasts.” Master
Sanyong ordered. .

Wu Yan nodded, and hurriedly shouted at this moment: “Disciples, array, set a ban!”

With the appearance of the head and Wu Yan’s shouting, a group of disciples finally felt
a lot of peace of mind, and began to resist the attack of Qi Beast while following Wu
Yan’s command. Arranged in an array.

Soon, the ban was opened, and the beasts were like a forest of beasts. In trouble, at this
time, George Han. Suddenly the five dragons mingled!



The beasts suddenly boiled!

Chapter 1744

Countless strange beasts suddenly rushed towards the border of the restriction. Even
though the restriction caused great damage to the strange beasts, they still went forward
and succeeded, desperately slamming their bodies.

In the mid-air, with the silver dragon as the leader, the five dragons flew in the sky for a
while, and with a long roar, they swooped down with the momentum of thunder.
Wherever they passed, the crowd suddenly fell like bamboo, wailing and screaming!

When the formation was chaotic, the ban was instantly affected, and the ten thousand
beasts inside were frantically topped, the entire ban and serious cracks appeared.

“Master of the Ordination Academy, we are going to be unable to stand it anymore, what
should we do?”

“Yeah, the formation has been messed up, and these strange beasts seem to be crazy.”

Some disciples who couldn’t hold back began to shout loudly in a panic.

A few elders frowned, internal and external troubles, and the disciples of the entire Void
Sect were clearly in a mess.

“Brother, I will take a few juniors to control those dragons.” Wu Yan asked for
instructions.

“No need.” Sanyong suddenly yelled.

Wu Yan looked at Sanyong incomprehensibly. The Wulong raid was the culprit who
caused the chaos. If they were not eradicated, the restriction would be broken. It was
only a matter of time.

“Catch the thief first, catch the king!” At this time, Sanyong fixed his eyes on George
Han’s body.

Wu Yan was even more puzzled: “George Han? Brother, you want us to deal with
George Han? The chaos of the beasts and the beasts, what does it have to do with
him?”

“I don’t know the reasons for each, but look carefully at the flying elephant in the isolated
city!”

Everyone immediately looked at him, behind George Han, Ye Gucheng’s flying elephant
was now prostrate and kneeled, bowing his head in front of George Han, completely
surrendered!



A group of people was suddenly unthinkable, but that was Ye Gucheng’s favorite, why
would they bow down in front of George Han???

“Brother, do you mean that these strange beasts in Hundred Beast Forest were all made
by the slave of George Han? How is this possible?!”

“Yes, brother, what qualifications does George Han have to control ten thousand beasts?
You and me and a few brothers still can’t, how can George Han?”

“Unless the true god has this ability, or George Han is a member of the monster race at
all.”

“That’s right, George Han originally used demon magic and ghost magic. It is not
surprising that he is a member of the demon clan. If he is a demon clan, he must have
used some secret method to control the beasts.”

“If this is the case, then George Han will have to get rid of it. Otherwise, he will exist for
one day, which is a threat to us for nothing.”

“Yes, today, no matter what, you absolutely can’t let George Han go out from here,
otherwise, the strange beasts of the Forest of Beasts will become the time bomb of the
entire Nothingness Sect.”

Seeing several juniors like this, Sanyong nodded heavily: “Then George Han will be
handed over to you. If you don’t punish this son, it will be a disaster for my Void Sect.”

After Wu Yan brought the six elders in a salute, they looked at each other and lifted the
sword to rush towards George Han.

George Han quickly made a defensive posture, as if facing a big enemy!

The seven elders of the Void Sect are definitely not comparable to people like Ye
Gucheng. After all, although the Void Sect is not a great sect, after all, it is also one of
the ancient sects. All those who can be the elders of the Feng Sect are outstanding. Yes,
even if you look at the entire Bafang world, they are not top masters, but at least they
should be of medium level.

And all of a sudden, George Han thought that although he had a new golden body, it
would be difficult to beat them.

But if you can’t beat it, you have to beat it. In George Han’s dictionary, forbearance is
commonly used, but the word confession has never appeared.

Amelia Su was the one who wanted to stay for his life. Before that, even the Heavenly
King Old Master would never want his George Han’s life.

“Come on.” George Han shouted angrily, the whole body was dark, and under the
darkness, George Han’s golden light would appear!



“Roar!”

Feeling George Han’s anger, Lin Long shouted and led Silong to return to defense to
help George Han, but was blocked by Lu Yunfeng and Ye Gucheng.

“George Han, you are a wicked obstacle, you can catch it without holding your hands?”
Wu Yan shouted to George Han as soon as he settled down.

He didn’t just let things go, knowing how much he wronged George Han, but for the sake
of his favorite disciple and hatred of George Han, he felt that sacrificing a slave was not
wrong, but what he never expected was that he was so evil. Mistakes, even intangible,
brought huge benefits to himself.

After Hand Blade George Han, his prestige will be even stronger in the Void Sect!

“Just catch it? You deserve it too?” George Han sneered and directly attacked.

Wu Yan’s face suddenly became cold, this evil barrier, he didn’t surrender obediently in
front of him, and even dared to take the initiative to attack, it was just looking for death!

“Old Master killed your dog!” Wu Yan yelled violently, raised it in his hand, and greeted
George Han directly!

As the elder of the Ordination School of the Void Sect, Wu Yan’s energy is very strong.
Although he is not a holy power, but because the method he practices is the most
domineering Tiangang boxing method, it can even be compared with the beginner’s
ethereal. The strong are on par!

Feeling the incomparably powerful aura on the elders of the Academy of Virtue, George
Han frowned, urging the entire Tianyin technique to its strongest, and he did not dare to
be negligent.

boom!

The two teams collided and the fire was everywhere!

George Han was shocked by the aftermath to retreat more than ten meters, his throat
was sweet, and a mouthful of blood spurted out.

Wu Yan smiled and looked at George Han disdainfully: “If you don’t know what you can,
you dare to attack me? What kind of rubbish are you?”

After the First World War, he had fully understood George Han’s strength. Although his
fists were slightly aching, it was clear that in Wu Yan’s eyes, George Han was just an
ant that could bite people.

How painful does ants bite? But it was too easy to pinch him to death!



George Han vomited the blood in his mouth and smiled coldly: “This is the strength of
your elder of the Void Sect? It seems that the Void Sect is indeed no one.”

Wu Yanqiang suppressed his anger and said coldly, “Death is coming, and I’m still
playing around here.”

“Joke, death is imminent? The elders of the Ordination Academy of Void Sect can only
brag, don’t they? It’s just a few meters away from me, just as if the world is invincible.”
George Han laughed loudly.

As soon as this remark came out, Wu Yan couldn’t hang on his face.

“Okay, dead waste, since you want to see King Yan sooner, then I will give you a ride!”
Wu Yan gave George Han a cold stare, and all the energy in his body was suddenly
mobilized.

He wants to kill this rubbish in one blow!

During the time when the battle was over, Wu Yan blasted George Han with his
strongest punch!

Boom!

There is another loud noise!

Suddenly, Wu Yan’s pupils increased sharply, and then he touched his chest in disbelief,
blood flowed uncontrollably and crazily along the corners of his mouth!

This! ! !

Chapter 1745

How is this possible!

Facing George Han, the dignified elder of the Ordination School, unexpectedly…

It was hurt!

What surprised the six elders most was that at this time George Han stood gently in the
bright light, unaffected by any influence!

In the one-on-one duel, George Han won!

Moreover, Ying’s is so unexpected and so perfect!



“I said, the elders of the ordination sect of the nihilism, but so, of course, I am not
referring to the elder of the ordination sect alone, but that the six other elders present
are all rubbish.” George Hanxie Evil smile.

Hardly, George Han can’t beat it naturally, but with a new golden body, George Han can
push the non-phase magic to a new level.

George Han didn’t know how strong the new level was, so he asked Wu Yan to
experiment.

When George Han deliberately took the first attack, he sneered at him, so that he
relaxed his vigilance while completely angrily wanted to kill George Han with one blow.

Then for the second blow, he will inevitably use his full strength.

This is what George Han bet on. If the new level of non-phase divine art can be resisted
and the copy is successful, even if it cannot be copied perfectly, at least a certain
percentage can be guaranteed. Then the power of counterattack in the past is enough to
make The unsuspecting Wu Yan was seriously injured.

The fact is that George Han made a right bet.

Wu Yan was clearly arranged by George Han, but he didn’t even know what happened!

Being ridiculed by George Han again, Wu Yan’s vitality moved, and a mouthful of blood
spurted out again. If it hadn’t been for the help of the elder of the first peak in time, it
would have fallen to the ground like this.

“George Han, you are too presumptuous, let me clean up you today.” Elder Wufeng
shouted, carrying Elder Liufeng and attacked directly.

“Go…Go help.” Wu Yan forcibly broke free from the support of the elder of the first peak.

Elder Shoufeng glanced at the other elders, and after affirming each other’s eyes, they
collectively encircled and suppressed George Han.

No one dared to look down on this slave in front of them, because this slave was so
blamed that they couldn’t imagine and even doubted life, so what the remaining six
elders did against George Han was a direct attack!

Facing the flanking attack of the six elders, George Han skillfully switched the two
methods of attack with his left hand Tianyin technique and the right hand with no phase
magic. Although he was constantly at a disadvantage, he was at least as good as the six
elders for a while.

With the passage of time, Wulong was besieged by hundreds of disciples led by Ye
Gucheng and Lu Yunfeng. Without their restraint, the restriction began to stabilize under



the blessing of Master Sanyong. Countless strange beasts were completely trapped in it.
The situation in China has also gradually begun to be controlled by the nihilism.

But the hearts of Master Sanyong and a group of Wuzong disciples could not be calm at
all.

In the midair, George Han fought one to six, and he was inextricably fought, which
shocked everyone’s heart.

At this time, even in the hearts of many people, even if George Han is a monster, he is
also the god of evil in their hearts. He is like a god of war, with one person’s power
against six people!

Many people stopped and looked, forgetting that they were still on the battlefield.

Even San Yong, at this time, was completely watching the battle in the air, shocked in
his heart.

George Han was so young, yet he had such a strong combat power, which really
shocked him. In the Void Sect, there has not been such a fight in a hundred years.

The combination of the six junior and senior brothers, even his own truly ethereal
powerhouse, may not be able to resist, but George Han did what he believed he couldn’t
do.

“It’s a pity, it’s a pity, if such a person is not a monster, but a disciple of my Nothingness
Sect, then it would be great. If there is such a son, why don’t I worry about standing on
the top of the big school?” Talk to yourself.

But he didn’t know that he would personally bury the opportunity that belonged to
Nothingness School today!

If the ancestors of the emptiness were still there, they would definitely be so angry that
they would be killed on the spot.

Qin Shuang murmured at the battle in the air, with mixed feelings in his heart, both sad
and happy.

What’s sad is that what happened to George Han now, but what is happy is that George
Han is so strong, he can actually fight the heroes under the attack of six uncles and
uncles!

But this kind of happiness only lasted less than a moment, because at this time George
Han was finally exhausted in the flanking attack and was defeated like a mountain by six
elders.



George Han shook his body and was about to lose. At this time, Qin Shuang bit his Zhu
lip lightly, then drew out the Demon Sword in his hand and flew straight to the battlefield
in the air!

Elder Liufeng seized the opportunity, aimed at the back of George Han, and suddenly
thundered a sword!

“boom!”

At this moment, with a crisp sound, the elder Liufeng’s ambition to win was suddenly
blocked. He raised his eyes in shock and couldn’t help but condensed his eyebrows:
“Shuang’er, are you crazy?”

Qin Shuang held the Zhenyao Divine Sword and stood behind George Han, looking at
Elder Liufeng coldly.

“If you want to kill George Han, ask me first!” Qin Shuang snorted coldly, then glanced
back at George Han softly, and said softly, “How? Are you okay?”

Chapter 1746

“You are too stupid.” George Han shook his head, indicating that he was fine.

She helped herself, which was tantamount to betting her own future!

“I’m stupid? Maybe, but let me watch you die, and I will be upset for the rest of my life, so
instead of that, it’s better to be a fool.” Qin Shuang said.

George Han was about to speak. At this moment, Lin Mengxi shouted angrily:
“Shuang’er, do you know what you are doing? Get me back right away!”

“Yeah, as a righteous disciple, do you have to help this evildoer and be an enemy of
your uncles and uncles?”

Qin Shuang smiled bitterly with disdain: “The right way? Does the right way mean more
people bully less? Is it bullying the small with the big? If this is the right way, then I would
rather not be this right way disciple.”

“George Han is my slave. He is naturally my responsibility for committing crimes, but it is
not yet my turn for uncles and uncles to intervene!”

“Besides, George Han is kind to me, whether he is a traitor or an evil, Qin Shuang must
not just watch him die in front of me!”

“So, five teachers, please do it.”



Lin Mengxi heard this, her pupils burst into flames: “Qin Shuang, are you crazy? What
are you talking about?”

“Qin Shuang, get back quickly, you are fascinated by this evildoer.”

“Qin Shuang, do you know that you are betraying the master!”

“If you don’t leave again, don’t blame us for being rude.”

The elders were also very angry.

Qin Shuang ignored him and looked at George Han: “Are you ready?”

George Han smiled helplessly: “Why do you bother?”

Qin Shuang’s expression became cold, and he raised the Demon Sword in his hand,
pointed it at several elders, and immediately attacked the elder Liufeng in front of him!

George Han had no choice but to follow.

With the addition of Qin Shuang, the battle situation returned to the balance again,
especially when the two combined their efforts to use the sword of rain, the six elders
changed from active to passive.

The Sword of Falling Rain emphasizes the combination of Yin and Yang, ten thousand
yuan into one, and the offensive is extremely domineering. In addition, during the
process of swordsmanship, the two strongest abilities in George Han and Qin Shuang
complement each other, completely becoming one. Plus one is greater than two.

In addition, George Han and Qin Shuang both have golden bodies in their bodies, and
the rain-dropping sword technique in the hands of the two has almost been used to the
extreme.

“Falling Rain Sword Technique!!”

Suddenly, San Yong on the ground was shocked, and the whole person stood up
abruptly.

“How…how is it possible! This…this…the long-lost secret technique of this school, the
unique mastery of Shenxuzi Patriarch, Han…how could George Han and Qin Shuang
be!”

“This… it’s impossible, they… how can they use this secret technique?”

As the head, Sanyong understands better than anyone else, those
unheard-of-knowledges that have been lost but recorded in nihilism!

But what he never expected was that one day, he actually saw it reappear!



He suddenly had an unknown hunch that he felt that he had done something wrong in
his defense against Buddha, but what was wrong???

He can’t figure it out!

In mid-air, George Han and Qin Shuang cooperated in an unusually tacit understanding.
The six elders couldn’t get close to half a meter in front of them, but George Han quickly
discovered the problem!

That is, even at this critical moment of life and death, he still has a sudden desire for Qin
Shuang.

Moreover, after each practice, he felt this way. He could swear that he had absolutely no
distracting thoughts about Qin Shuang, only that he didn’t want to owe her many times,
so he desperately saved him. There is only Amelia Su in his heart, and he can be sure
that except for Amelia Su in this world, George Han will not be tempted by any woman.

Is anything!

But every time the raining sword technique is finished, there is always an inexplicable
impulse in the body!

There is a problem with this swordsmanship! !

However, it does have a strong attack heart. The six elders suddenly changed from
active to passive is the best proof. It can indeed help Qin Shuang suppress the golden
body of the Beast King every time.

But how could…

“Although their swordsmanship is powerful, but they are not experienced. Sixth Junior
Brother, you attack their right door, and the fifth Junior Brother attack their left door!
Fourth Junior Brother, attack his head, and the other three Junior Brothers, join forces to
hold them!”

At this time, Wu Yan, who was in a visual battle in mid-air, discovered the loopholes of
the two. Although the swordsmanship is strong, they can’t stand the two people’s
practice too little. Although there is a tacit understanding, they lack experience. In
addition, although the two have great energy, it is a pity. Doesn’t know how to control,
and is completely strong outside and inside.

In the face of the seven elders of the Void Sect, such old fritters, after a long time, the
flaws were discovered!

The six elders immediately followed Wu Yan’s arrangement and attacked the two
directly from the fourth road.

“boom!”



As the left and right three doors missed one after another, and the rain falling sword
technique was broken, Lin Mengxi’s eyes were quick and handy, and she directly sealed
Qin Shuang’s acupoint, hugged it, and left directly from the midair battlefield. The other
five elders took advantage of George Han. When Qian was broken and weak, crazy
group fight!

Suddenly, George Han was unable to parry, so he could only let the five people swing
their fists on him, stab them with long swords, and his whole body was like a blood man,
dying!

He suddenly felt heavy eyelids. As he died, he saw Amelia Su, Nian’er, Qi Hu, and
everyone…

Is it dying???
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